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Abstract : In this paper, we propose a system model for querying and indexing the GPS
trajectory of moving objects on PostGIS/PostgreSQL. We developed moving object data types
including MPoint(moving point), MDouble(moving double) for GPS trajectories. Also, vari-
ous moving objects UDFs(user-defined functions) are implemented for moving objects queries.
For efficient query processing, r-tree index is extended for trajectory, and pre-materialization
techniques are proposed for fast UDF processing. Experimental results show that the pre-
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In this paper, we propose a system
model for querying and indexing the
GPS trajectory of moving objects on
PostGIS/PostgreSQL.
We developed moving object data
types including moving point,
MDouble for GPS trajectories. Also,
various moving objects UDFs are
implemented for moving objects
queries. For efficient query
processing, r‐tree index is extended
for trajectory, and pre‐materialization
techniques are proposed for fast UDF
processing.
Experimental results show that the
pre‐materialization techniques are
about 1.2 times faster than naïve







































UDF(User Defined Function) approach
have been used widely for developing
advanced applications[1]. But,
trajectory DBMS is not popular
because of performance optimization
[2].
Trajectories DBMSs
• DOMINO[3]
• HERMES[4]
• Trajectory Functions of PostGIS[5]
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PostTrajectory Project
http://github.com/awarematics/posttrajectory
Performance Optimization by Query 
Materialization
Naïve Approach : No Optimization
GiST Index Extension Approach for Trajectories
Query Materialization Approach
• Time by number of trajectories
• Time by query window size
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Trajectories are split into trajectory 
segment tables. And, metadata for 
trajectory objects are stored in a 
trajectory_column table.
